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Abstract - Rolling is one among the method within which a metal stock passes through roller to cut back and unify 
thickness by maintaining the gap between rollers. Metal rolling has come an extended way, from the standard hand 
process to the ultramodern industrial methods, it’s an avid and complicated affair the require high levels of precision. 
Irrespective of the method used, there are usual rolling defects that get up from every so often. 
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1. Introduction:  

The rolling is process of compressing the metal by passing two revolving rollers to desired thickness is obtained by 
maintaining the gap between rollers.in this process length will increase and thickness will reduce. There two styles of 
rolling hot rolling and cold rolling 

Hot rolling occurs when performed at temperature above the recrystallization temperature. And cold rolling occurs 
when performed at temperature below the recrystallization temperature. 

Many causes of defects are following: 

At the time of rolling process defects occurs due to poor or wrong die design, due to excessive mechanical working, 
elevated temperature, careless work, unskilled work, because of inferiority material used, due to low temperature used for 
heating the workpiece. Some defects within the rolling process occurs due to bends of rolls. 

2. Literature review: 

Xinglong Feng+, Xianwen Goa* and Ling Luo+ [1] found the dataset, named XSteel surface defect dataset contains seven 
kinds of 1360 defects images from the hot steel strip rolling site 

Rohit Yadav [1] he found on cold rolling solutions which currently in use and founded number of defects like defects 
originating from the preceding tactics-metallurgical method, defects deriving from the implantation of the rolling, defects 
which can be a by product of a chilly plastic forming system, he concludes that evidently control the roll deflection is the 
best and best way to enhance the nice of cold rolled merchandise. 

O.M. Ikumapayi, E.T. Akinlabi, P. Onu, O.P. Abolusoro [2] they found general and operational defects that occur in rolling, 
journal defects are mainly because of imperfections in the starting and end products of rolling and operation defects 
presents due to deformations or deflection of the rolls during rolling. 

Jingren Lia, Dongsheng Xiea, Hansong Yua, Ruolin Liua, Yangzi Shenb, xingshuo Zhanga, Changlin Yangc, Lifena Mad, Hucheng 
Pana, Gaowu Qind, [3]they found the effect of multi-pass low- strain rolling on the microstructure and mechanical 
properties of as- extruded AZM630 alloy sheet is remarkably refined and the microstructure becomes more uniform  after 
high reduction deformation. 

P.P. Sarkar, S.K. Dhua, S.K. Thakur, S. Rath [4] they founded that the defective sample exhibited both short and long 
unidirectional transverse cracks in the edge defect, microstructural examination of the defect regions revealed partial 
decarburization and internal oxidation along the length of the top surface. 

Syed Sadat Ali, Prof. Sunil Mangshetty [5] they found rolling is simulation is carried out for different configurations using 
finite element analysis, the result show when stress increase from defect free model to defect models, plastic strain 
increment from of regular component to defect component. 
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A. Pesin D. Pustovoytov [6] he founded temperature gradient between the top and the bottom surface of the plays a 
significant role in movement of the cracks from the plat edges. amount of metal moving to the bottom surface increases 
while the amount of the metal moving to the top surface decreases. The main reason of longitudinal edges cracks 
appearance is high tensile stress generated at the front end of the slab during the rolling process when the metal moves 
from the front end surface of the plate.   

S. Ghanei, B. Abeyrathna, B Rolfe and M. Weiss [7] they founded an accurate FEA model capable of predicting forming stain 
and wrinkling in FRF has been developed, the forming behaviour in the conventional FRF is similar to that observed in 
DFFF. 

3. Defects: 

There are mainly two forms of rolling defects: 

1. Surface rolling defects. 
2. Internal structural rolling defects. 

3.1Surface defect: 

Surface defects are occurring because of impurities and inclusion within the fabric surface, roll marks, dirt, rust, and other 
causes associated with previously treatment and dealing of metal. 

3.2. Structural Defect: 

Structural defects are more important rolling defects: 

1. Edge defect 
2. Alligator cracks 
3. Wavy edges 
4. Zipper cracks 
5. Canter buckling 
6. Fold 
7. Laminations 

1. Edge defect: 

During both hot and cold rolling, the metal might show some cracks on the side. This perceptible befall from dependent 
tensile stresses induced at the workpiece surfaces.  

 

Cause: 

These cracks result from factors like uneven heating, uneven rolling, or excess quenching. 

Remedy:  

A trimming operation can remove edges cracks. also expand and roller levelling prefix strain might work against edge 
cracks. Using edges might help in achieving uniform rolls with none cracks. 
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2. Alligator cracks: 

During rolling, layers of the metal stock might separate, end within the opening of slab resembling alligator cracks. The 
artefact adheres to the rolled surface and follows the trail of respective rolls causing sheets to apper on the within the 
plane.  

 

Causes: 

 It’s because to the non-homogenous flow of materials across the sheet thickness. 

Remedy:  

Cambering of rolls is one in every of the foremost common solutions to alligator cracking. By applying the camber on rolls 
within the bish  way, the surface in tuned with the sheet becomes flat after a deflection. 

3. Wavy edges: 

One of the foremost common defects in rolling is that the occurrence of fibbers at the sting, which are longer than those at 
the cent 

 

Causes: 

 This happens when concave rolls bend resulting elastic deformations. thickness at the centre implies that the side are 
more elongated. 

Remedy:  

The utilization of hydraulic jacks works well in instances where wavy edges occur. These jacks control the elastic 
deformation of rolls as per the want. Also, the utilise of small diameter rolls works efficiently. 

4. Zipper cracks: 

The occurrence of small cracks within the centre of the metal sheet explains this phenomenon.  
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Causes: 

 Mostly, zipper cracks occur because the bending of rolls under the high rolling pressure. it causes compressive stress 
within the perimeter and tensile stress within the border. It’s these tensile stresses induced at the workpiece by 
homogeneous deformation that end in formation of zipper cracks. 

Remedy: 

Cambering of rolls has proven effective when it involves to preventing zipper cracks. Camber provides a rather larger 
diameter at the centre than on the border. 

5. Centre buckling: 

This defect occurs exact to the self-equilibrating residual stresses that result from the rolling process. During centre 
buckling, fibre at the centre of the metal piece is longer than those at the side. In an happening where hot or cold mills 
have an excessive amount of crown, mills roll out at the centre. Sideways deflection of a support perfectly explains centre 
buckling. 

Remedy:  

use crowned rolls could even be solution to centre to buckling. The roll’s parabolic curvature is sufficient the matter of 
fabric, temperature, and deformation. 

6. Fold: 

This defect is encountered when the reduction per pass is extremely low. 

7.Liminations: 

Laminations mean layers. If the ingot isn’t sound and contain a piping or blow holes and through rolling they’re doing not 
get completely welded, it’ll cause a defect called laminations. Fairly often within the ingot, there are non-metals inclusions; 
during rolling they’ll get lengthened onward with sound material. This prospect also cause laminations. 

Remedy: 

Discarding the part of the ingot where piping and another fault are present and selecting only good metal part for rolling. 
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Conclusion: 

In this present works results that many different defects present on the time of rolling process. These are defects are likely 
to experience in rolling processes. Since metalworking isn’t a perfect affair,  to embrace some of these problems and 
provide the most probable remedies. Above mentioned rolling defects will helps us in producing more fine finished 
products from the rolling process.  
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